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8am-8pm weekdays
8am-6pm weekends
& public holidays
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It’s free! Call
0800 029 999
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Go to https://
vaccine.enroll.
health.gov.za
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It’s free! Dial
*134*832#
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When it’s your turn, register!

Send
the word
REGISTER to
060 012 3456

(Or visit your closest registration site)
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If you miss your turn,
you’ll be sent an SMS
with another date. You
can also call

0800
029 999
to check.

On your vaccination
day, bring your ID (SA
or other), your details
if you are on medical
aid, and your mask!
If you don’t have
any form of ID,
you are still
welcome.

When you
arrive, please
feel relaxed and
join the queue,
keeping a safe
distance. You will
be shown where
to go and what
to do.

After being
vaccinated, you will
be asked to stay for
15 minutes just to
check you have
no allergy to
the vaccine.

After a few hours at home, you
may feel like you have bad flu
for a couple of days. That is
normal. It is just the vaccine
doing its job.
If you feel really sick (short
of breath, racing heart or
serious headache), call
0800 029 999.
You will be
helped right
away.

Afterwards, tell
your friends and
family about it.
Encourage
them to get
vaccinated
when it’s
their turn.

We have
the power
to stop
Covid-19.

Don’t miss
your turn
to get
vaccinated...

After vaccination,
your chance of
catching Covid-19 is
much lower...

(Even if you do catch
Covid-19 after
vaccination,
your chance of
getting very
sick or dying is
much smaller)

The vaccine is

thousands
of times safer
than catching
Covid-19 from
someone else.
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It doesn’t matter
whether you are
a South African
citizen or a
foreign national.
It’s still for
you!

Listen to the radio or
watch TV to find out
when it is your agegroup’s turn to get
vaccinated.

(Older people go first
because they have a
higher risk of serious
illness or death if
they get Covid-19
before they are
vaccinated)

